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Provide thorough and thoughtful responses to the following questions. Yes and No answers are insufficient, so

comment, explain or offer suggestions for each response. You may also write on the draft and mark

grammar/punctuation when necessary. You can expand to the back of this page if need. .{+

2.

Does the introduction have a hook (opening line) that is relevant to the purpose of the essay? now doeYfrelp

you to predict what you expect to find in the body of the essay? How can the introduction be improved?
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Are you able to summarize the cbntent of theE-ssay? ls there a particular sentence or section that seems most

important to the meaning of the essay? lf so, why would you select this sentence?
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What does the core theme, lesson or insight seem to be in the essay? Does this insight seem tbo obvious or too
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general? Are there ways that the writer can improve clarity or build on the insight more?
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4. Does the writer maintain writing conventions, include logical transitions, complex ,.trh'#r,rr)ffi..I*f '
provide a logical order and flow? ln what ways can the writer improve in any of these areas?
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5. What are the strongest aspects of the essay? What are the areas that need the most improvements?
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Please share your answers and discuss with your partner.
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